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Abstract: We obtain a necessary and sufficient condition on a hypersurface A4 in a Euclidean 
space to be q-conformally flat (Theorem 1). Applying Theorem 1 we describe, for each q > 2, 
first examples of q-conformally flat Riemannian manifolds which are not (q - l)-conformally flat. 
These are certain hyperquadrics in Euclidean spaces. 
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Introduction 
Let (J4,g) be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with fundamental metric ten- 
sor g. Let R and C denote the curvature tensor and Weyl conformal curvature tensor. 
Works on curvature structures of higher order, e.g. the qth Gauss-Kronecker curvature 
tensor Rq, have been made by many persons [5,6,7,8, lo]. R. S. Kulkarni [6] has in- 
troduced an important double form con w for a double form w, such that con R = C in 
the special case w = R. He also proved that con w has the same algebraic properties 
as the tensor C. A Riemannian manifold is said to be q-conform&y flat if n > 4q and 
con Rq = 0 (conformally flat for q = 1). 
Here, let M be immersed in an (n + 1)-dimensional Euclidean space IF1 and g t)e 
the induced metric and h be the second fundamental form of M. Now we define the 
notion of k-umbilicity as follows. 
Definition 1. If a kth exterior power (1~. - pg)k = 0 for some function p, then M is 
said to be k-umbilical (umbilical for k = 1). 
The following theorem is well known. 
Theorem (Cartan [I], Schouten [9]). Let M be a hypersurfuce of an (n + l)- 
dimensional Euclidean space and n >, 4. Then h4 is conformally Jut if and only if 
M is 2-umbilical. 
We obtain an extension of the above theorem. 
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Theorem 1. Let M be a hypersurfuce of un (n + 1)-d imensional Euclidean space and 
n 2 4q. Then M is q-conformally flat if and only if M is 2q-umbilical. 
Applying Theorem 1 we describe, for each q > 2, first examples of q-conformally 
flat Riemannian manifolds which are not (q - l)- conformally flat. These are certain 
hyperquadrics in Euclidean spaces. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section, let us recall main facts about the calculus of double forms due 
to A. Gray [4], 0. K owalski [5] and R.S. Kulkarni [6] for later use. 
Let (M,g) be an n-dimensional smooth Riemannian manifold, S(M) the ring of 
smooth functions on M, and X(M) the Lie algebra of vector fields on M. For simplicity, 
we denote the space of sections of a bundle by the same symbol as the bundle space. 
Let A*P be the bundle of p-forms on M. We put 9 PTq = A*P 8 A’9 where the tensor 
products are taken over S(M). W e call an element w of XY’fq a double form of type 
(p,q) on M. It is an g(M)-multilinear map 
w : X(M)p x X(M)q - S(M), 
skew-symmetric in the first p variables and also in the last q variables. We shall use the 
notation w(ur . . . up @ ~1 . . .q,) to denote the value of w on the vector fields ZL~, . . . , up 
and ~r,...,w~. For convenience, we identify A*P with VP*O unless stated otherwise. 
Furthermore, let C? denote symmetric elements of DPJ’. We shall call an element of 
C? a curvature structure of order p. The metric tensor field g E Cr. The Riemannian 
curvature tensor R E C2 which is defined by 
R(uv CTJ WY) = g(V[,,,p - Vuv,w t VvVuw, Y), v 21, v, w, Y E X(M), 
where V is the Riemannian connection of g. 
As de Rham noted, it is possible to define the exterior product w A 0 of two double 
forms w E 9Plq and 6 E DT+ by the formula 
(w A q(u1 . . . up+r @ VI . . . vq+s) 
= c c w-+-4%(1) * * *up(p) @ Uo(l) * * * S(q)) 
pESh(w) aGh(q,s) 
(1) 
. +-%(p+l) * * * “p(p+r) @ V,(p+l) * - * %(q-ts)) 
forur,... ,‘llp+r,~l,***, vq+s E X(M). H ere, &p denotes the sign of p and Sh(p, r) denotes 
the set of all (p, r)-shuffles; 
Sh(p,r)={pESp+,; P(~)<...<P(P) and p(ptl)<...<p(ptr)}, 
where Sp+r is the symmetric group of degree p + r. Let wk denote the lath exterior 
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power of w E CP. Then, by the formula (1) we have 
Wk(~1...7Lpk~2)1...Vpk) 
=& c %++Jp(1) . . . Up(p) @ OCR * * . Vu(p)) 
P+‘ESpk 
(2) 
. . . 4yT(p(k-1)+1) * * * Up(pk) @ %(p(k-l)+l) * . . v4P~)) 
for any vector fields ‘1~1,. .  , upk, ~1,. . . , wpk E X(M). Putting w = g in (a), we see that 
it can be rewritten as g”(ur . . . uk 8 q . . . uk) = k! det(g(u;, nj)). 
Let (Xl,... , xn) be a system of local coordinates in a neighbourhood U on M. We 
denote by fi = d/dzi the basis vectors on the coordinate neighbourhood. Moreover, 
\ve denote local components of the tensor w E D’yq by 
w. .’ 2, . ..zpjl . ..jq = w(& . . . fi, 8 fjl *. . fj,>- 
We set the matrix (gij) = (g;j)-’ where g;j are the components of the metric g. 
A contraction c is a map of D’tq into D’-r,‘J-’ defined as follows. For w E D’vq with 
1~ = 0 or 9 = 0, we put cw = 0. If both p and 9 2 1, then we put 
(c4il...i,_lj* . ..j._, = it: 2 S@-JJ& ,... i,-,pj,...j,_l . 
a=1 p=1 
Let p + 9 + 1 < n and p = min (p, 9). Then, the conformal map con is by definition 
a map of Dp+*yq+l into itself such that 
P+l 
conw=w+ c (-1)‘g’ A CTW r=, r! niZA(n - p - 9 t j) 
for any double form w E DP+ltq+l. Es pecially, con Rq is called the 9th conformal 
curvature tensor. When 9 = 1, con R’ = con R coincides with Weyl conformal curva- 
ture tensor (7. A Riemannian manifold is said to be q-conform&y flat if n > 49 and 
con Rq = 0. The following proposition due to Kulkarni [6] is important. 
Proposition 1. Letp+q+ 16 n (= dimM) and w E W’+lv’J+l. Then con w = 0 if 
und only if w = g A C$ for a unique q5 E Wpq. 
2. Hypersurfaces in a Euclidean space 
Let h4 be a hypersurface in an (n + 1)-dimensional Euclidean space En+l and g 
be the induced metric and h be the second fundamental form of M for a unit normal 
vector. Using g we can consider the corresponding operator h, : X(M) -+ X(M) such 
that for any vector fields u,‘u E X(M), g(h*(u),v) = h(u, w). By the equation of Gauss 
we have R = ih”. Now we define the notion of k-umbilicity as follows. 
Definition 1. If a kth exterior power (h - pg)” = 0 for some function p, then A4 is 
said to be k-umbilical (umbilical for k = 1). 
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Since the second fundamental tensor h, is self-adjoint, there exists an orthonormal 
basis er,... ,e, of h4 at z composed of eigenvectors of h,, that is, 
h,(c) = qei, h(e;, ej> =d;j, 9ij = 6ij 7 #j = @j. 
Moreover, we rewrite local components of the tensor w E D’Tq as 
W. (1 . ..i.jl . ..j. = w(e;, . . .ejp @ f?j, . . .ejq). 
We denote by H the matrix (hij) and by I the unit matrix (6;j). For an m x n matrix 
P = (p;j) and r-tuples (iI,. . . ,iT) and (jr,. . .jT), where 1 < i, < m and 1 Q j, < n, 
we denote by P(fl”“*zr) 
(31 ,:..,j,) 
the minor matrix of degree T of the matrix P, whose (s, t)- 
component is the (z,,~t)-component of P, for each s and t. Then we have 
From the Laplace expansion theorem we have 
((CTRq) A g')il...i2pjl...j2g = 
r!(2q)! 
FC c 
~lr...@r aGh(2q-r,r) 
p1*...7 ~r,LY(l)v..,~ ‘o(2q--r)) 
&oh . ’ * %,%,(l) * * * %,(2,4 
(~~,...,cY~,~I,...,~z~) 
I(i,(2,-,tl),...,i,(29)) 
(31 . . . ..jzg) 
= (42Gw! 
2q 
c c 
a1 <...<a, 
4(i,(l),...,i,(,,-,)} 
aESh(2q-r,r) 
2q 
Therefore we have for all distinct indices ir, . . . , izq and for C Sidj, < 2q, 
s,t=1 
(con Rq)il...i2qjl..,j2q = 07 
(con Rqhl ...izqil . ..izq = C$ Vi, - - .77i2q 
+iY + (-l)?! c 
r=r n;=:(n - 4cf + j) &+2q-r,r) 
c 
a1 <...<cxr 
4(i,(l),...,i,(Z,-,,} 
%l * - - 9a(r9i,(l) * * - 7?iia(2q--‘) * 
When n 3 4q, for all distinct indices ir,. . .,izq, ICI,. . ., kaq and for t = 2,. . . ,2q we 
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define an operation $ by 
Q ,kl)iZ...& = (con Rq);l;z...i29iliz...~~~ - (con Rq)kliZ...iZ~kli2...i29.’ 
*ti, ,lcl)...(il,kt)ir+l...~2~ = ~((il,kl)...(it_l,kt-l)it...iz, - ~(il,kl)...(i~_l,kt_l)kli,+l...iz9. 
If 7 denotes the number of index t such that 1 = kt then we have 
‘(il,kl)...(izq,kzq) = c (-l)T(con Rq)f...Zj,...~ 
&it ,kt 
t=1,...,2q 
= ?$!{(%I -~kl)“‘(%2,-‘?k2,) 
+ip: 
(-l)‘T! c 
,yl n;:;b - 4q + j) aESh(2q__r,r) c Lit ,kt 
t=a(1),...+7(2q) 
(-l)?! 
c 
r=l n;=‘& - 4q + j) acSh(2q-r,r) 
c 
&it ,kt 
t=o(1),..+7(2q--r) 
W(&)‘~CP) c %x1.*. ~~Jqij~**~a(29--r) > 
p=o 011 <...<a, 
4{4l),...P(w-~)l 
Hence, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let M be a hypersurfuce of an (n + 1)-dimensional Euclidean space and 
n. > 4q. Then M is q-conformally jIat if and only if M is 2q-umbilical. 
Proof. If M is q-conformally flat we see that @ = 0. Then we have 
Vl, h) . . . bq, 
’ k ) = (;)! 
x9 -(‘Vim - qkl> * * .(%2q - vkzq) = 0. 
By replacing indices, we can assume without loss of generality that 
77zq = . . = ?jn = ?jQ. 
Hence, by setting p = 70 we see that M is 2q-umbilical. 
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Conversely, if (h - pg)*‘? = 0 for some function p then we have 
29-l 
Rq = ;h*q = $9 A { c 2qCT p(-pg)*‘-‘-‘h’}. 
r=o 
By Proposition 1 we see that con Rq = 0. 
3. Quadric hypersurface 
In this section, we give some examples of q-conformally flat quadric hypersurfaces. 
Let us recall well-known facts on quadric hypersurfaces. A subset M of an (n + l)- 
dimensional Euclidean space E”+’ is called a quadric hypersurface if it is the set of 
points (x1,. . . , zn+l) satisfying the following equation of the second degree: 
n+1 n+1 
c b;/&+ + 2 2 c;zi + d = 0, 
i,k=l i=l 
(3) 
where b;k, c; and d are all real numbers. We can assume that the matrix B = (bik) is 
nonzero and symmetric. Equation (3) can be simplified to one of the following canonical 
forms: 
(I) c X$Ci)2 + 2zT+l = 0, 
i=l 
(II) c X;(zi)* + a = 0 where (Xl,. . . , X,,O,. . . ,O) 
i=l 
(with n + 1 - T zeros) are proportional to the eigenvalues of the matrix B. 
Now let M be a properly n-dimensional quadric hypersurface in En+l, and be neither 
a point nor empty. And we shall omit singular points in M. Then the equation (I) can 
be rewritten as 
n+1 - 2=x - 
n Ui(X”)* c - 2 ’ U.j=-Aif0 (i=l,...,n), 
i=l 
(4) 
and the equation (II) of x n+l > 0 can be rewritten as 
(5) 
Put 
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Then, the local components of the induced metric g and second fundamental form h 
on M, with respect to the basis vectors f; = d/dxi are given by 
h;j = 2, where g = 1 t &)? 
i=l 
3.1. Quadric hypersurfaces of type (I) 
Here, we consider a quadric hypersurface of type (I) in En+l. From (4) we have 
Zi = aiXi, Zij = 6ija;. 
Suppose tha.t 7~ 2 4q and M is q-conformally flat, then by Theorem 1, M is 2q-umbilical. 
Therefore we have, for some function p and all distinct integers ir , . . . , &,j, 
((h- pg)2”). = (2q)!pzi,qzj 
~1...22q21...1~q-,J 
Since we suppose a; # 0 we see p # 0. By replacing indices, we can assume without, 
loss of generality that axq-_l = . = a, = pd. Consequently, we find that at least 
(n - 2q + 2) eigenvalues of the matrix B of M are equal. Conversely, in this case, we 
see that A4 is 2q-umbilical. Therefore, we have the following. 
Theorem 2. Let n 2 4q. A properly n-dimensional quadric hypersurface M in En+] 
of type (I) is q- con f ormally flat if and only if at least (n - 2q + 2) of the n eigenvalues 
of the matrr’x B of M are equal. 
3.2. Quadric hypersurfaces of type (II) 
Now, we consider a properly quadric hypersurface of type (II) in En+*. We have 
from (5) 
zi = aisij ,’ zizj “ri, zij = (2 # 0). 
Suppose that 71 > 4q and M is q-conformally flat, then by Theorem 1, we may set M ik 
2q-umbilical. First if p # -(zfi)-’ th en we have, for all distinct integers il,. . . . iaq,j, 
((h-pg)2q). =(2q)! 21...22921...*Q-,J 
By replacing indices, we can assume without loss of generality that 
a2q_l = . . = a, = -PM- 
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Next if the function p = -(z&)-l then we have, for all distinct integers ir, . . . , &, 
((h - P9)2q)il...i2qil .& = PI)!& 2 (--a;, + 1) = 0. . . q 
k=l 
By replacing indices, we can assume without loss of generality that 
fQq = . . .=a,= 1. 
Consequently, we find that at least (n - 2q + 2) ei g envalues of the matrix B of A4 are 
equal. 
Conversely, in this case, we see that A4 is 2q-umbilical. Therefore we have the fol- 
lowing theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let n > 4q. A properly n-dimensional quadric hypersurface M in En+l 
of type (II) is q-conformally flat if and only if at least (n - 2q + 2) of the (n + 1) 
eigenvulues of the matrix B of M are equal. 
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